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Abstract
In Mexico, Meningococcal Disease (MD) is considered to
be a rare disease; however, several studies done using
active surveillance have proved the opposite. Since
October-2005 until September-2016 (eleven years), active
surveillance looking for all patients admitted with
suspected MD<16 years of age was performed at the
Tijuana, Mexico, General Hospital. There were 51 MD
cases, with 21 (41.18%) < 2 years old. At admission, 47
(92.15%) had meningitis, 24 (47%) purpura, 4 (7.84%)
conjunctivitis and 2 (3.92%) pleural effusion. Serogroup
distribution was as follows: C-32 (62.74%), Y-12 (23.53%),
B-5 (9.8%) and Ignored-2 (3.92%). Overall mortality was of
13 (25.49%). Among survivors (n=38), 13 (34.2%)
developed sequelae. Yearly average MD attack rates were
of 7.61 and 2.69 per 100, 000 populations in children<2
and <16 years of age, respectively. MD is endemic in
Tijuana, Mexico. Meningococcal vaccination should be
seriously considered in the region.
Keywords: Meningococcal disease; Active surveillance;
Bacterial meningitis; Children; Mexico

Introduction
In Mexico, Meningococcal Disease (MD) is considered to be
a rare condition, with total number of cases in the whole
country as low as 2 cases per year, with rates much lower
(reaching as low as 0.06/100, 000 population) [1] than prevaccination rates reported in the US (0.53/100, 000) [2]
Argentina (0.7/100, 000) [3] and Brazil (1.9/100, 000) [3]. Low
rates of MD in Mexico are based on passive surveillance and

under reporting we think is a major concern. Accordingly, we
have already published a 3 years binational study comparing
MD incidence on the Tijuana, Mexico and San Diego, California
border (the highest transited frontier in the world). Our
publication revealed that in Tijuana, MD was not lower than in
San Diego [4]. This was the first study that actually showed
that MD is significantly present in Mexican territory.
Furthermore, from January 30th March/30th 2013, we dealt
with an outbreak of MD, with 19 culture-confirmed cases and
7 deaths [5] and also published a National active surveillance
study in nine Hospitals throughout the country, proving that
MD is present in the north part of Mexico [6]. However, Health
Authorities still hesitate to vaccinate against MD in the region.
The main purpose of this paper is to improve the amount of
clinical and epidemiological information for MD based on
eleven years of active (prospective) surveillance only in our
hospital, but also this study, along with others mentioned
above, will help to convince Health Authorities to seriously
consider vaccination in this geographic area.

Materials and Methods
Since October-2005 until September-2016 (eleven years),
active surveillance looking for all patients admitted with
suspected MD<16 years of age was performed at the Tijuana,
Mexico, General Hospital (TGH). Active surveillance as
definition is “syndromatic” and prospective and it was
performed as follows: All patients <16 years of age with clinical
signs and symptoms of acute meningitis, clinical febrile
purpura and/or sepsis were included to confirm or rule out
MD. Once the patient was admitted, both blood and CSF
samples were taken for cytological and chemical testing, as
well as immediately put into enriched broth-media and
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followed by rapid (less than 3 minutes) incubation at 37°C with
5% of CO2.
Confirmation of MD was done by conventional isolation
from all positive broth media cultures. For all Neisseria
meningitidis isolates, serogroup identification was performed
by the Pastorex meningitis kit (Alere, Ltd®, Stockport, UK).
Among survivors, all were discharged with a brain`s CT scan
and consulted three months later to search for any
neurological, audiological and other type of sequelae (these
evaluations were done by the Departments of Infectious
Diseases, Otorhinolaryngology and Neurology).
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admission was of two (1-14). At admission, 47 (92.15%) had
meningitis, 24 (47%) purpura, 4 (7.84%) conjunctivitis and 2
(3.92%) pleural effusion (both patients with pleural effusion
had a serogroup Y related MD).
Yearly cases are shown in Figure 1 with an average yearly
number of cases of 4.63. It is relevant to mention that six of
the eight patients in the 2012-2013 periods were part of an
outbreak during 2013 [5].

Descriptive data was analyzed using Excel®. Comparative
analysis was performed using VassarStat®, both chi-square and
z-tests were used when needed.
Hospital’s standard of care was implemented for every
patient admitted and patient’s (parent or tutor) consent form
was the same that is used in the hospital. Datasheet containing
information of every patient did not show names or other
forms to expose patient’s identity, this datasheet is only kept
with the corresponding author of this study and only privately
showed when the hospital’s IRB requires information. The
hospital’s IRB accepted the study based on these
specifications.
PCR and/or other molecular biology methods for bacterial
and/or viral identification were not used due to the lack of
economic support.
To estimate MD attack rates, first is relevant to have a
perspective of the Mexican-National Health System, which is
divided into four “Health Insurances”: “IMSS” (Mexican
Insurance for Social Workers), “ISSSTE” (Insurance for FederalGoverment Workers), “ISSSTE-per State” (Insurance for StateGoverment Workers) and “Seguro Popular” (“Popular
Insurance”) which is related to the rest of the population not
covered to all others Insurance systems. Our Hospital belongs
to “Seguro Popular” and all patients in that Health-Insurance
system who live in Tijuana only attend the TGH when needed,
accordingly, our denominators to estimate MD attack rates,
were the population by age who belong to “Seguro Popular”.

Results

Figure 1 Yearly cases of MD at the Tijuana, Mexico, general
hospital, Oct/2005-Sept/2016 (n=1).
Serogroup distribution was as follows: C-32 (62.74%), Y-12
(23.53%), B-5 (9.8%) and Ignored-2 (3.92%). Median
hospitalization days were of 10 (1 hour-44 days). Overall
fatality was of 13 (25.49%). At admission, presence of
thrombocytopenia, leukopenia and purpura were significantly
associated with mortality (p<0.05). Among survivors (n=38), 13
(34.2%) developed sequelae, including cortical atrophia
(confirmed by the CT scan), hearing and/or motor disabilities
and skin scars. In the same time period, there were 103
patients admitted with potentially bacterial meningitis (acute
meningitis with white blood cells > 10/mm3 and at least 50%
by polymorphonuclear leukocytes in the CSF), from which 80
(77.67%) had positive cultures. As shown in Figure 2, N.
meningitidis was responsible for 47 (58.75%) of all cultureconfirmed bacterial meningitis, followed by S. pneumoniae
(18=22.5%) and others.

There were 51 MD cases. Median age was of 36 months (3
days-15 years), with 21 (41.18%) <2 years old. Twenty eight
(55%) were male and 23 (45%) female. With the exception of
three patients (5.88%) who had a predisposing condition
(Lupus, HIV infection and Leukemia), all others had no clinical
records of any hospitalization in the past.
Twenty patients (39.2%) had an upper respiratory tract
infection before MD developed and 18 (35.3%) received oral
antibiotics prior to admission (55.55% received amoxicillin
with/without clavulanic acid). All but two patients were born
in Tijuana, all patients > 1 year old have lived in Tijuana for at
least six months. Only one patient had the tetravalent (A, C, Y,
W) meningococcal conjugate vaccine, but this child developed
a serogroup B related MD. Median days of illness prior to
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Furthermore, the information obtained during these eleven
years gives significant information of MD in the region
including the following:
First of all, proves that N. meningitidis is the leading cause of
bacterial meningitis (58.75%).
Secondly, lethality is high (25.5%) and among survivors
sequeleae was detected in one third of patients.
Third, shows that MD in the region behaves as an endemic
disease, affecting mostly young infants and the presence of an
outbreak by MD serogroup C (CT-11) occurred [5].

Figure 2 Causes of confirmed bacterial meningitis (%), Oct/
2005-Sept/2016 (n=80).
Based on the population covered by TGH (so called “Seguro
Popular or Popular Insurance”, mentioned above in the
Methods section), as shown in Figure 3, yearly average MD
attack rates were of 7.61 and 2.69 per 100,000 population in
children <2 and <16 years of age, respectively.

Fourth, at least 86% of cases were caused by serogroups
included by the tetravalent (A,C,Y, W) conjugate meningococcal
vaccine.
In Latin America, the first country that implemented
meningococcal vaccination against MD is Brazil, which started
in the year 2010 using the monovalent - C meningococcal
conjugated vaccine, a decision based on their epidemiology,
with an overall estimated rate of 1.9/100, 000 population and
higher prevalence of serogroup C [3,8]. Other Latin American
countries show different serogroup distribution, such as
prevalence of serogroup B and emergence of W in Argentina
and Chile [3,9-11]. Furthermore, in Chile, an outbreak by MD
serogroup W (ST-11) occurred in 2013 [10,11] and vaccine
implementation was promptly implemented [12].
Monovalent -C meningococcal conjugated vaccine was
introduced in the United Kingdom over a decade ago, with a
significant decrease of MD by serogroup-C and very little
increase by other serogroups (especially serogroup Y). In the
US, the implementation of tetravalent conjugated
meningococcal vaccine in 2005 has decreased serogroupsvaccine included MD cases [13-16].

Figure 3 MD yearly average atttack rates by age in the
population covered by the Tijuana, Mexico, general hospital
Oct/2005-Sept/2016 (n=51).

Discussion
This study confirms that MD is endemic in Tijuana. TGH is
the only hospital en the region with active surveillance and
trained microbiologists to identify and serogroup N.
meningitidis, being the main reason why is the only hospital
with reliable data regarding the real incidence of this disease.
Our study, following eleven years of active surveillance, not
only confirms that MD is endemic in this Northwest part of
Mexico (contrary to what has been published by National
Reports) [1] but also gives significant clinical, epidemiological
and microbiological information of the disease. It is the longest
active surveillance for MD in Mexico and may be among the
longest in Latin America [3,7].

© Copyright iMedPub

For Mexico, MD is considered a disease of immediate
notification, nevertheless, all of the latter is based on passive
surveillance and National reports show very low rates for MD
in the country [1]. We do believe that underreporting due to
unawareness of MD is the main reason for this problem, but
may be other reasons could explain this (underreporting
directly from medical doctors and hospitals, among others).
Based on our findings in Tijuana, Mexico, we performed a
National Mexican Network based on active surveillance for
meningitis in children from nine hospitals: This study proved
that by using active surveillance, MD was present mostly in the
north part of the country, with 75% of cases in Tijuana [6].
Analysis for both environmental issues with clinical
presentations, as well as studies looking for nasopharyngeal
colonization both in children and adults should be consider in
the future to look for potential reason of the higher
endemicity of MD in the Tijuana region.
It is relevant to mention that at least in Mexico, active
surveillance is indeed a much more useful tool to more
accurately determine incidence of MD than passive
surveillance and currently active surveillance is preferred
internationally as a much better tool to identify and describe
MD [17-19]. Active surveillance not only identify cases, but
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also provides significantly higher information such as
hospitalization length, complications, sequelae, among many
others issues and future studies looking at vaccine’s costeffectiveness can be better performed from data obtained
from studies done by active surveillance [17-19].
Regardless of the lack of cost-effectiveness studies
developed in the Tijuana region, only based on WHO
recommendations, vaccination in our city should be seriously
evaluated by Health Authorities [20].

Conclusions
After eleven years of active surveillance, MD is endemic in
Tijuana, Mexico.
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